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View from the bridge 
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By Thomas V. Falciglia 
Executive Director for Development 
Marks on the Wall 
Maybe it' still done now, but when I was a youngster, growing up, parents had a nice little ritual they 
performed with their children every so often. "Stand here against the wall, son" a father would say, "I want 
to see how tall you've grown since I measured you last." And the boy would beam when he was told the new 
pencil mark was a couple of inches higher than the last one. 
Marks on the wall ... they stopped time, for a moment, for both father and son, giving both a chance 
to reflect on the past and the future. 
In a way, the 1978-79 academic year was "mark the wall" time for Roger Williams College for several 
reasons, not the least of which is that the year witnessed the inauguration of the fourth president in the 
college's history, Mr. William H. Rizzini of Barrington, Rhode Island. 
You know, when a new president takes over, a pause to look at the past, and especially the future, of 
any organization is a natural thing. The past, for Roger Williams, is not lengthy compared to many of its 
sister institutions in the State of Rhode Island, but it is significant and deserves recognition for the important 
role it played in the lives of many people who might otherwise never have attended college at all. It was 
established in 1956 as a two-year institution and became a four year college in 1967. Its most important 
move, in my opinion, was the physical move the college made from its downtown Providence location, to 
the beautiful new Fulton Campus in Bristol. 
Bill Rizzini (as he is known to most people) came to Roger Williams in 1961 and has served the 
College since then in various positions, both as a faculty member, and a member of the administration. He 
was acting president in 1975 and again in 1977, and as I mentioned, was installed as President by the Board 
of Trustees in September 1978. 
One note of interest is that President Rizzini's administrative secretary, Mrs. Barbara Franklin, of 
Warwick, has held the same position with all three former presidents, and that has to set some sort of record. 
She even worked for the college when it was the YMCA institute, the predecessor institution to Roger 
Williams Junior College. She is great at her job, and I'm positive that although all four presidents have had 
different opinions on educational matters they would agree that Barbara is "one in a million." 
But what does this present mark on the wall tell us about the future of our young and vibrant new 
college? 
Well, it says a lot of things. But since it is impossible to cover them all, I'd like to talk about two of 
them today which I believe are important. 
First, President Rizzini and the Board of Trustees are firmly committed to maintaining quality aca-
demic standards, and full accreditation for this institution from this day forward. There may, of course, be 
changes in academic programs from time to time, but quality will never be sacrificed. This is, far and away, 
the most important statement which can be made concerning the future of the faculty and students at Roger 
Williams College. 
Secondly, a brand new era has arrived, for alumni of this institution, the likes of which never have 
been seen before. 
When Bill Rizzini became president, one of his first actions was to support the establishment of a 
development office, which not only would be responsible for acquiring financial support from outside 
sources for the College, but also would have the responsibility of organizing and maintaining a strong 
alumni association. He recognized that each was dependent on the other, and that one could never flourish 
continued on page 8 
The Notebook 
by David B. Howard 
Director of Public Relations 
The 1978/79 academic year at 
Roger Williams College saw more 
than the largest graduating class 
in the College's history. It was a 
year in which there were many 
individual accomplishments among 
the student body adding more evi-
dence that Roger Williams is rapid-
ly taking its place as one of the 
finest institutions of higher learn-
ing in the East. 
The year has been one of 
growth for the College - a growth 
in the quality of its programs and 
of its students. 
A senior, Deborah Robinson of 
Portsmouth was nominated for a 
Fulbright Scholarship. 
Two students, Michael Devon-
shire and Fred Zanetti were named 
to receive two of 138 internships 
awarded by the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation to under-
graduate and graduate students 
throughout the country. 
An RWC junior, Marina 
Arekalian, was one of 14 students 
selected out of over 3,000 to be a 
member of the performing troupe 
at Disney World in Florida. 
Two students, Gerard Corneau 
and David Kurt, contributed to 
help save the life of a Bristol man, 
who lost control of his boat in the 
choppy waters of Mount Hope 
Bay. Corneau and Kurt sped to the 
rescue in the College motor 
launch to pluck the man from the 
cold water. (See story in this 
issue.) 
Throughout the year, RWC 
students have demonstrated an 
ability to achieve and succeed in 
many areas. They have carried on 
a tradition established by many 
alumni and they have set 
standards of accomplishment for 
those who follow to reach. 
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Save quahogger's life 
Students in daring rescue at sea 
The Roger Williams College Ocean State Sailing 
Center is providing expert sailing instruction - and a 
lot of fun, too - but for a Portsmouth resident, the 
center means a great deal more. 
William Miranda of Portsmouth, who had been 
quahogging in the rough water of Mount Hope Bav 
recently, was saved from drowning by the alertness of 
three RWC students, staff members at the sailing 
center. 
Miranda and his brother had spent the day quahog-
ging in the waters near Prudence Island and were 
hurrying in separate skiffs to make it to Tiverton to 
sell their catch before 6 p.m As they passed under the 
Mount Hope Bridge the current became stronger with 
afternoon southwest winds. When a wave hit William 
Miranda's skiff he was thrown from the boat into the 
chilly waters of Mount Hope Bay. His brother, 
unaware of the mishap, continued to Tiverton. 
Could not swim 
The boat, still under full throttle, began circling, 
while Miranda, who could not swim and was not 
wearing a life jacket, struggled to keep afloat. 
"I don't think he could have 
stayed afloat much longer 
It was as the boat continued to circle that the trio 
of Roger Williams College students came to the 
rescue. 
Gerard Corneau, a College senior, who is serving as 
director of the sailing center this summer, was driving 
north over the Mount Hope Bridge when he spotted 
the empty boat. "It was fortunate I was in an open 
jeep which was high enough to let me spot the boat 
over the bridge railing," Corneau said. "In a car, I 
might not have seen it." 
Corneau rushed back to his dormitory where Bar-
bara Love, also a staff member of the sailing center 
and 1978 graduate of the College, called the Coast 
Guard and Bristol Police. She could see the boat 
continuing to circle from her dorm window. Corneau 
and David Kurt, another student, and head instructor 
at the sailing center, ran to the school's motor launch 
and trailored it to the foot of Old Ferry Road next to 
the College's Fulton Campus and underneath the 
Mount Hope Bridge. They set out in the choppy 
waters for the empty boat but did not see Miranda 
until they came within a few yards of his boat. "He'd 
been under water," Corneau said, "but a wave must 
have carried his head to the surface for a minute." 
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All ABOARD: A class of the Ocean State Sailing 
Center gets underway with a lesson on the safe way 
to launch a sailboat. Instructors from the sailing 
center helped save the life of a Portsmouth man 
whose boat had capsized in Mount Hope Bay. 
The pair of students pulled the quahogger from the 
waters, with Corneau explaining, "I don't think he 
could have stayed afloat much longer, he could 
barely move when we pulled him out." 
Kurt noted that Miranda was very calm when 
plucked from the choppy water. "He'd removed most 
of his clothes to help stay afloat, but he said he'd just 
about given up hope. It is amazing he stayed afloat as 
long as he did." 
Half mile away 
Corneau, a trained lifeguard, said that even a strong 
swimmer would have had trouble in waters as rough 
and as cold as Mount Hope Bay that afternoon. "He 
was half a mile from anything, and not being able to 
swim and not wearing a life jacket certainly didn't 
help his situation." 
Miranda's brother, returned to the scene shortly 
after the rescue and together with Kurt, set out after 
the circling skiff. Kurt jumped into the moving boat 
and brought it under control. 
It was almost 15 minutes after the daring rescue 
that the Bristol rescue boat arrived. The Coast Guard 
helicopter and boat were called off long before they 
wou Id have reached the scene. 
continued on page 8 
Class Agents hosted at dinner; 
RWC Fund drive 1s launched 
One of the best attended alumni functions in many 
years marked the start of a new Class Agents Organi-
zation for Roger Williams College on June 30. 
The Class Agents dinner, held at the Quonset Point 
Officers Club in North Kingstown, brought together 
alumni from almost every class to hear College 
Executive Director for Development, Thomas V. 
Falciglia, discuss the new RWC Fund. 
"The RWC Fund will be a special fund raising effort 
for the College," Falciglia said at the dinner, "with 
alumni and friends of Roger Williams participating." 
~OGER WILLIAMS 
RWC FU ND EXPLAINED: Thomas V. Falciglia, 
Executive Director for Development at the College, 
tells Class Agent about the upcoming RWC Fund 
drive at dinner at Quonset Point Officers Club. 
He added that since the College has no endowment 
funds, "The RWC Fund represents a major step 
towards providing a continuing source of unrestricted 
money for many College uses." 
The RWC Fund will help continue the special pro-
grams which attract many outstanding students to 
Roger Williams, including marine biology, engineer-
ing technology, theatre and creative writing. The fund 
will also insure the growth of the Evening Division, 
which is providing continuing education to about 
STEAMSHIP ROUND was served to over 100 alumni 
and their guests as members of the new Class 
Agents organization met for dinner at the Quonset 
Point Officers Club. 
1,300 students and assist in the development of the 
new Quonset Point Division. 
"The Class Agents Organization will be involved in 
more than fund raising," Falciglia told alumni at the 
dinner. "The organization members will serve as the 
representatives of their class for the College and 
participate in many events. They will also be involved 
in planning reunions and collecting information for 
the College's new alumni magazine, The Bridge." 
continued on page 22 
CLASS AGENTS who will be taking part in the RWC 
Fund Campaign renewed friendships at a dinner 
held by the College Development Office. The 
upcoming RWC Fund drive was discussed and much 
enthusiasm for the campaign generated. 
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Tell us ... Whatchadoin ??? 
"Hey watchadoin'?" 
That's what the Roger Williams College Alumni 
Association wants to know. 
The Association, which is entering a new and ex-
citing phase, wants to develop a comprehensive pro-
gram of alumni activities. In order for plans to reflect 
the needs of alumni, information on each graduate of 
the College is needed. 
An Alumni Information Form will be found on this 
page. The form should be filled out and returned to 
the College so the Alumni Association can begin the 
task of planning upcoming programs. 
The information will be especially helpful in de-
veloping activities to benefit both the alumni and the 
College. Programs such as career advisement 
seminars, homecoming events, alumni fund raising 
and alumni travel all over the world are but a few of 
the programs under consideration. 
Knowing what an alumni is doing and how to reach 
him/her as quickly as possible are essential 
ingredients in the developmental plans for the College 
alumni organization. 
In addition, The Alumni Information Form will help 
the association bring its records up-to-date and allow 
for efficient mailing of news of the College to 
members. 
So fill out the form and mail it back today. 
Tell us whatchadoin'! 
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE 
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Alumni Questionnaire 
Please complete the following questionnaire in order that we can update our Alumni 
Association records. 
rirst 11ame {Ma1aen or Middle Initial) Last Name I Class Year I uegree 
Address !No.) {Street) {City) (Zip Code) 
Is this address different from the address on this mailing? __ I Telephone 
Marita Status I Numoer or 1..hi Ioren 
GRAOUATE STUOIES 
Co 11 ege or University I Degree I Major I College or University I Degree I Major 
Publications and Honors 
PRESENT EMPLOYMENT 
Employer I City I ::,tate I Zip Code J Job 1it1e 
Please bring us up-to-date on what has happened to you since graduation. 
(For additional comnents, please use reverse side of this sheet.) 
You - have - have not my permission to publish any of the above information 
in future issues of the Bridge. 
Signature I Date 
Gala Homecoming planned Sept. 29; 
Country Fair at Fulton Campus 
"Homecoming-1979 will be a major highlight of 
the year for alumni," Thomas V. Falciglia, the Col-
lege's Executive Director for Development, noted 
recently, "and there are many other programs which 
will be started as well, to bring about a closer rela-
tionship between the College and our alumni." 
Homecoming will be held on Saturday, Sept. 29 
beginning at 12 noon on the Fulton Campus in 
Bristol. An Old Fashioned Country Fair will be 
featured, with a giant tent erected and many special 
activities planned. Alumni, faculty, students, and 
parents of presently enrolled students, are invited to 
attend. 
"Under the big top we'll have entertainment, some 
delicious food and drink, and many special displays 
which will interest everyone attending," Falciglia 
explained. 
During the afternoon, musical entertainment will 
be featured, with attractions ranging from chamber 
music to country and western. Refreshments will be 
served during the musical programs with small tables 
set up around the bandstand on the College 
quadrangle. 
Many of the Country Fair exhibits, which will be 
open throughout the afternoon, will be made 
available by Coggeshall Farm in Bristol, one of 
Rhode Island's most scenic and historic attractions. 
Alumni and their families will be able to view many 
special displays in the tent, as well as sample such 
traditional Country Fair fare as hot dogs, knockworst, 
soda, beer, popcorn and cotton candy. 
Saturday, Sept. 29 will also be Parents Day at the 
Fulton Campus so many families of students will also 
be involved in the day's fun and excitement. 
A special movie show for children will be held also 
in the afternoon in the Classroom/Lecture Hall, 
where youngsters from six to 60 can enjoy special 
movie and cartoon treats. 
Arrangements are underway for a Balloon Ride 
over the campus-weather permitting. 
The College's reknowned theatre arts program will 
also play a large role in the festivities, with a 
performance at 8:00 P.M. by TIFI BET, a repertory 
theatre group from Newport which includes Roger 
Williams College alumni 'under the tent'. Alumni and 
friends of the College will be able to enjoy a 
barbequed chicken supper, too, from 4 to 7 p.m. and 
attend a Las Vegas Night to be held in the Student 
Center beginning at 4:00 P.M. 
The Las Vegas Night will feature many games of 
fun-and chance-with the opportunity to take 
home some beautiful prizes with your 'winnings' 
During the day, a drawing for a handsome Roger 
Williams College Captain's Chair will also be held. 
"I'm sure Homecoming/Parents Day will be a very 
special event for the College," Falciglia said. "There 
will be plenty of time for alumni to meet some of 
their classmates, view the Fulton Campus and relax 
with old and new friends." 
It will be a full day of fun for every member of the 
family-as Roger Williams College turns its beautiful 
bayside campus into a Country Fair for a day 
everyone will enjoy. Be sure to circle the 
date-Saturday, Sept. 29-on your calendar and 
make plans now to attend Homecoming-1979 at 
Roger Williams College. 
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View from the Bridge 
Continued from Page 2 
without the other. "Progress will be slow, at first," he said, "but success in these vital areas is inevitable if 
the foundation is carefully laid." 
Well in March 1979 the new development office became a reality, and the program is off and 
running. As the person responsible for these operations, I look forward to a long and successful association 
with the college, and I would like to acquaint you with some activities already in process. 
First, you are reading the initial edition of the new Alumni Quarterly Magazine which will be called 
"The Bridge" (as some of its predecessors were). As a quarterly magazine it will be published in the Spring, 
Fall, Winter and Summer seasons, and will contain the traditional departments usually found in these 
publications. class notes, news of the campus, feature stories on alumni and faculty, sports news, etc. 
Next, an" Association of Class Agents" is being organized, and an initial meeting was held in June for 
representatives from every class. Over 100 people responded to the invitation. Alumni came from as far 
away as Pennsylvania (in spite of the gasoline shortage). They demonstrated an enthusiasm not seen before 
(I'm told) and they promised to invite more of their classmates to future organizational meetings. Anyone 
interested in joining should consult the story on page five in this magazine which covers the meeting. 
Class agents will be the liaison between the college and its graduates. Many important class activities 
including phonothons, reunions, etc. will be conducted by these agents. 
Also a fantastic Homecoming Day Program is scheduled for September 29, (see details on Page 
Seven). It would be a good idea to circle this date on your calendar because you won't want to miss 
RWC's first Homecoming Day. 
In addition a Gala Ball is being arranged for Spring, 1980 at Marble House, one of Newport's most 
beautiful mansions. Details on this event, which is being run by members of the Roger Williams College 
Corporation, will be circulated throughout the year. 
A new annual fund appeal will also be started this year in the Fall. Class members will be contacted 
by their class agents and by direct mail from the Development Office. The RWC fund hopefully will grow 
larger and larger each year until it can become a major source of revenue for budget considerations 
annually. 
In addition other services will be offered to Alumni such as low cost travel programs, and an Alumni 
Directory available in hard or soft bound copies. These also will become realities sometime during the 
coming year. 
So, the future looks bright, I believe, for Roger Williams College and its alumni at this "mark the 
wall" time. Hopefully, someday in the future when we pause to measure ourselves against our last mark, 
we'll be able to demonstrate, again without qualification, that we've grown taller still. 
Rescue At Sea 
Continued from Page 4 
When he redched the shore in the College motor 
launch, the Portsmouth shell-fisherman was feeling 
a lot better. He cleclinecl medical aid and went home, 
his boat still loaded with quahogs. He said he'd prob-
ably go out shellfishing the next clay, but added that 
he'd wear a life jacket this time. 
The next day it was back to ~ weekend of sailing 
instruction - with, no doubt, some extra emphasis on 
small boat safety precautions - this time from the 
first hand experience of what can happen on the 
water. 
As Gerard Corneau said, "At the sailing center, we 
just don't teach how to tie knots and rig sails, we 
spend a lot of time on safety features of the boats and 
of sailing." 
For the trio of Roger Williams College students it 
was a matter of being in the right place at the right 
time and having the courage to attempt a rescue in 




NSF grant for 
biology program 
The Roger Williams College Natural Science Di-
vision has received a Local Course Improvement 
grant of $24,938 from the National Science Founda-
tion to develop a five track course in audio-tutorial 
biology for college freshmen. The money is awarded 
on a matching basis in which the College is obligated 
to provide another $13,311. 
Grayson P. Murphy and Mark J. Brickley of the 
College's Biology department who wrote the grant 
proposal will be responsible for developing and 
taping the curriculum content of the course. 
College President William H. Rizzini, in noting that 
the College was a forerunner in the development of 
the audio-tutorial method of teaching biology in this 
area, said, "Our students have had the option of 
taking their freshman Biology course in an audio-
tutorial format for about ten years. This grant will 
bring about an expansion of our audio-tutorial 
program and should serve to stimulate the interest of 
both science majors and students of other 
disciplines." 
Professor Murphy explained that the grant will 
"specifically fund the development of a bank of 54 
complete audio tape lessons in various aspects of 
biology." Five themes will be represented among the 
holdings of the tape bank when completed. 
The National Science Foundation grant effort will 
provide a general two semester survey foundation 
course for Biology majors and a wider choice of 
biology topics for non-majors. "A cardinal advantage 
of the audio-tutorial format," Murphy said, is that a 
student may listen to each tape for as long as it takes 
to master the concepts. 
"A very important part of each course is the 
regularly scheduled discussion groups where students 
can follow up with questions on some of the more 
difficult material. The collection of tapes will also 
allow each student additional study in areas of 
biology outside his particular course." 
Completion of the project is expected to take one 
year and will include the writing and recording of 
each taped lesson and the preparation of 
corresponding tape outlines and assembly of 
laboratory experiences, visual aids and other 
supporting materials. 
COLLEGE PRESIDENT William H. Rizzini met re-
cently with members of College Corporation which 
discussed plans for a gala formal ball to be held in 
Newport at the Marble House next spring. 
Federal Agency 
selects three from 
RWC for Co-op jobs 
Three Roger Williams College students will be 
working in the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency in Washington D.C. for the next six months 
as part of their Cooperative Education placement. 
Sue Makara, Vernon Stafford, and Donna Suess will 
be gaining the opportunity to put theory into practice 
by alternating a period of study with a period of work. 
They will be developing their interests in the banking 
field while receiving on-the-job training through the 
program. 
Presently, these students are attending a two week 
training program after which they will be placed in 
their respective jobs. Sue Makara will be working in 
the Deputy Comptrollers Office; Bernon Stafford will 
be employed in the Domestic Operations Department 
and Donna Suess will be placed in the Consumer 
Examinations Division. 
Frances Katzanek, Cooperative Education 
Placement Associate for the College, is delighted with 
the results of this co-op assignment. "The OCC sent 
representatives to eight schools and interviewed 80 
students. Out of those students, six were chosen for 
the positions, with three of them from Roger Williams 
College." 
continued on following page 
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Co-op Students 
continued from page 9 
Ms. Katzanek recently received a letter from the 
Director of National Recruitment congratulating the 
Co-op Education Department and the faculty of the 
College for helping to make their program a success. 
They stated that they thoroughly enjoyed working 
with the students from Roger Williams and were, 
"especially impressed by their effective communica-
tion, interpersonal skills and maturity." 
The students were rated outstanding and were com-
mended for their ability to handle tough interview 
situations and job related questions in accounting, 
finance and economics. 
The Co-op Program at Roger Williams began in 
1964 and is currently available to qualifying students 
of all academic disciplines. Ms. Katuzanek said that 
the major goal of the program is to, "help the student 
determine where to go with a career and to find out 
what that career will be." 
STUDENTS of the Roger Williams College Dance 
Theatre combined with the College's art and Music 
Departments to present "The Long Event", a special 
dance program held this past spring in celebration 
of National Dance Week. The College is offering a 
new minor in dance through the Fine Arts Division. 
Students Susan Watts, left, and Jim L'Ecuyer, use 
the campus environment as their stage for one of 
the many dance events performed. 
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Historic Preservation 
students named to 
internship positions 
The Historic Preservation major at Roger Williams 
College is one of the fastest growing at the institution, 
with a number of students enrolled in the program 
which leads to a Bachelor of Science degree. 
Two of the department's students, Michael J. 
Devonshire and Fred C. Zanetti, were recently named 
to receive internships from the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation. The students received two of 
the 318 internships awarded graduate and undergrad-
uate students in the United States. 
Devonshire, a junior from Philadelphia, PA, is in-
terning in New York City where he is preparing 
research documents and photographic studies of a 
block of buildings owned by the New York Maritime 
Museum, under the direction of the New York Mari-
time Commission. 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION STUDENT Michael 
Devonshire right, and faculty member Dr. Kevin 
Jordan view work on a home in Warren students at 
the College are dismantling for restoration project. 
Devonshire along with Fred Zanetti received 
National Historic Preservation Trust internships 
this summer. 
Historic Preservation 
continued from page 11 
The buildings are to be turned into a commercial 
center, similar to the Quincy Market Place in Boston, 
and Devonshire's work will be used planning for the 
project and for a history of the buildings to be re-
stored. 
Zanetti, an RWC senior from Pine Bush, NY, has 
traveled to Butte, MT, where he is busy surveying the 
records of a neighborhood rehabilitation project in 
that city, compiling and analyzing the financial infor-
mation. He just completed a related internship in 
Providence with S W.A.P 
Dr. Kevin Jordan, Director of the College's Historic 
Preservation major said, "We are very pleased that 
these two students were named to receive the intern-
ships. The competition for such awards is very stiff, 
and for a college to place two students out of only 
318 in the country, speaks well for these two students 
and for our program." 
Jordan added, "The internships will provide some 
additional 'hands-on' experiences for the students 
with both having the opportunity to work in preserva-
tion areas of their own special interest." 
The Roger Williams College Historical Preservation 
major offers students an opportunity to prepare for 
specific careers concerned with maintaining the cul-
tural and physical heritage of the United States. Stu-
dents learn through a combination of classroom study 
and field projects with emphasis on the techniques 
and principles of restoration and preservation of 
buildings and artifacts. 
THE RWC CHALLENGE, a clean-up competition 
between the College and the town of Bristol to see 
who could collect more trash, was held in Bristol 
last spring. The cleanup was organized by David 
Llewellyn in '79, in hopes that people from the town 
and the College would unite to protect and pre-
serve Bristol's environment. The Challenge covered 
many areas of the campus and the town. In 
addition, students from the Marine Biology Dept. 
and College scuba diving club had crews to clean-
up the bottom of Bristol Harbor. 
THE THEATRE-ARTS Department of the College re-
cently sponsored a reception and concert to benefit 
the Ethel Barrymore Colt Miglietta Memorial 
Scholarship Fund at Linden Place in Bristol. The 
concert, held at the summer residence of the late 
actress and concert singer, featured the Providence 
Chamber soloists under the direction of Anne Park 
and raised about $850 for the Scholarship. Tryouts 
for the award will be held Sept. 2 at the Fulton 
Campus. 
Concert Raises 
Funds For New 
Scholarship 
The Ethel Barrymore Colt Miglietta Scholarship 
Fund was aided to the tune of about $850 by a 
concert and reception held recently at the Linden 
Place in Bristol. 
The first scholarship will be awarded this Septem-
ber to a freshman student with outstanding musical 
comedy talent. It is awarded in honor of Mrs. 
Miglietta, a prominent actress and concert singer 
who received an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts 
Degree, posthumously, from the College in 1977. 
For many years Mrs. Miglietta directed a summer 
school for theatre students at Linden Place - her 
summer residence. 
The concert program, which featured the Provi-
dence Chamber Soloists under the direction of Anne 
Park, was arranged by Mrs. Elizabeth Argo of the 
College's Theatre Arts Department. Mrs. Argo noted 
she was pleased with the response to the program. 
"We had an excellent attendance, and I feel every-
one enjoyed the musical performance, the reception 
and the opportunity to view the Linden Place 
Mansion." 
Mrs. Argo said tryouts for the scholarship award 
wil I be held on Sept. 2 at the College. 
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Commencement - 1979 
Active participation urged 
Commencement exercises for the Classes of 1979 
were held at the Newport Naval Base on Saturday, 
May 26. Rain and wet grounds forced the transfer of 
the exercises from the Fulton Campus Green to the 
Newport Naval Base. 
A total of 668 Associate and Bachelor degrees were 
awarded, with former U. 5. Ambassador to Italy and 
Massachusetts Governor John A. Volpe delivering the 
commencement address. 
Six Honorary degrees were awarded during the 
Commencement. Recipients were: Volpe; Pierre M. 
Galletti, vice president and chief executive officer of 
the Division of Biology and Medicine and professor of 
medical science at Brown University; Superior Court 
continued on following page 
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CHARGE TO GRADUATES: Former U.S. Ambassador to Italy and 
Massachusetts Governor John A. Volpe delivered the Commencement 
address at graduation exercises for the Classes of 1979. 
HONORARY DEGREE recipients at recent Commencement exercises for the College 
included, left photo: Superior Court Judge Corrine P. Grande and on right: College 
Ombudsman Harold Payson. Presenting the honorary degrees were Dr. Edwin F. 
Wilde, Dean of the College and Judge Thomas J. Paolino, chairman of the College's 
Board of Trustees. 
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by Ambassador John A. Volpe 
WINDOW ON THE FUTURE: Members of the 
Classes of 1979 at Roger Williams College await the 
start of the commencement exercises held this year 
at the Newport Naval Base because of inclement 
weather. 
Judge Corrine P. Grande; Sol Koffler, founder, 
chairman of the board and chief executive officer of 
American Tourister; Edward R. Martin, superinten-
dent of schools in East Providence for 28 years, who 
retired this year, and Harold Payson Jr., ombudsman 
at Roger Williams. 
The largest audience ever to view the College's 
Commencement, an estimated 3,200 people, heard 
Ambassador Volpe tell the graduates:" After a decade 
and a half of strife, there might be a tendency to 
divorce oneself from public life and concentrate on 
private affairs." Volpe said, but he cautioned them 
against adopting this attitude. 
"We have a government and a system which still 
usually responds to legitimate needs," he said. "You 
must not be turned off by the process of government 
in this country. . You must not drop out. 
"It is the active participation of youth, the sharp 
criticism of youth, which is necessary to force those 
governing America by long-held concepts to ask 
whether they are outmoded." Volpe added. 
LARGEST EVER: Over 3,000 parents and friends, the largest audience 
ever to view Commencement exercises at the College, packed the 
gymnasium at the Newport Naval Base for the awarding of Associate 
and Bachelor degrees. 
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1961 
Arthur H. LeBrun has been 
named as a Syntex professional 
service representative. In this posi-
tion, LeBrun will provide health 
care professionals in the Rhode 
Island and Boston area with medi-
cal background and usage infor-
mation on Syntex pharmaceutical 
products. Prior to joining Syntex, 
LeBrun was a sales representative 
for Wallace Laboratories. 
1965 
William A. Costa of Somerset, 
was admitted to membership in the 
Massachusetts Bar in ceremonies 
held at the Supreme Judicial Court 
in Boston on June 5. Costa earned 
an Associates, from RWC in 1965, 
a Bachelor of Science Degree from 
Bryant College in 1970 and a Juris 
Doctor Degree from New England 
School of Law in 1978. He is pres-
ently employed by the U .5 Gov-
ernment General Services Adminis-
tration, Boston. 
1969 
Marc Schillace has been se-
lected to recruit and train the vol-
unteers in the Literacy of volun-
teers of America in the Fall River, 
Massachusetts Public Libraries. 
Schillace holds an Associate De-
gree from Roger Williams College, 
and a B.A. in anthropology from 
the University of Rhode Island. 
1970 
William Eggers has been pro-
moted to detective for the Milford, 
New Hampshire Police Depart-
ment. After graduating from RWC 
with a B.A. in sociology, Bill At-
tended the N.H. Academy and the 
N.H. School of Criminal Investi-
gation. 
Marvin William Lax has quali-
fied for membership in the Million 
Dollar Round Table for the second 
14 
year in a row. Only three per cent 
of the world's life insurance agents 
qualify each year for MORT 
through high-level client service 
and production, and must meet 
strict ethical requirements. The 
Million Dollar Round Table is an 
independent association of more 
than 15,000 life insurance agents, 
and is recognized internationally 
as the standard life insurance sales 
performance. 
1971 
Charles A. Braitsch, Jr. has been 
appointed director, group man-
power development with the mar-
keting organization at State 
Mutual Life Assurance Company 
of America. Prior to joining State 
Mutual, he held several group 
sales management positions with 
another major insurer. 
Gerald M. Campanella has been 
honored by McNeil Laboratories 
as the new top sales representative 
for 1978 in the pharmaceutical 
manufacturer's northeast region. 
Campanella joined the company in 
1977. 
Michael J. Riley has been ap-
pointed sales representative for 
R.E Smith Printing Co. in Fall 
River. Mr. Riley has had prior ex-
perience in direct mail advertising, 
marketing, and sales. He is affili-
ated with the Rhode Island Adver-
tising Club and resides with his 
family in Coventry. 
John R. Vuano, principal and di-
rector of the Title I program at the 
Hope Valley, (R.I.] Elementary 
School, has been named director 
of programs for the Croton, CN. 
school system. Vuano has received 
a master's degree from the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island, and a sixth 
year degree in educational admin-
istration from the University of 
of Connecticut. He is currently 
working on a Doctorate in elemen-
tary education at UConn. 
1972 
Louis Anthony D'Abrosca of 
Monroeville, Pa., has been 
awarded the Ph.D. degree in Uni-
versity Business Teacher Education 
from the School of Education of 
the University of Pittsburg. He 
received a Master of Science 
degree in Business Teacher Educa-
tion at the University of Rhode 
Island in 1975. D'Abrosca has 
served on the faculty of the Uni-
versity of Pittsburg as an assistant 
instructor of business teacher edu-
cation since 1975 and has taught 
courses on the Bachelor's, Master's 
and Doctorate degree levels. 
Dennis R. Dionne has been 
honored by McNeil Laboratories in 
Fort Washington, Pa. as one of the 
two top sales representatives for 
1978 in pharmaceutical manufac-
turer's Mid-Atlantic Region. He 
began his McNeil career in 1975 as 
a territory representative, and 
became a hospital representative 
in 1977 for the company. 
Steven M. Jennings has been ap-
pointed general manager of Co-
lumbus Credit Union in both the 
Bristol and Warren, Rhode Island 
offices. He graduated from the 
Providence Campus where he 
served as class president. He is 
residing in Barrington with his wife 
Elizabeth, and their six month old 
daughter, Sarah-Marie. 
Antonio G. Tavares has been 
named the executive director of 
the New Haven Coliseum. Tavares 
has worked at the Providence Civic 
Center since 1975, where he han-
dled both financial and administra-
tive responsibilities. 
Pasquale J. Zarlenga was pro-
moted to the position of vice presi-
dent of the General Construction 
Division of Hart Engineering Com-
pany. Zarlenga joined Hart years 
ago, serving as project manager 
and estimator. 
1973 
Steven Taglianetti has been ap-
pointed Sales Representative for 
Ballou, Johnson and Nichols Co.'s 
parts and communications divi-
sion. He will be responsible for 
sales in the Rhode Island and 
Southeastern, Mass. area. 
John A. DeGrace has been ap-
pointed deputy receiver of taxes 
for the Town of Hempstead, N.Y. 
Hempstead is the largest township 
in the United States, with a 
population of almost one million 
residents. Over $541,680,297 in 
school and general property taxes 
is collected each year. While at 
Roger Williams, Mr. DeCrace was 
a member of the varsity baseball 
team for four years. He has gone 
on to earn a Master of Public 
Service degree from C.W. Post 
College in Greenvale, N.Y. 
1974 
Craig Bloomer of Lincoln, R. I. 
has been appointed to the physical 
education director's post at the 
Cumberland-Lincoln Boys Club. 
Bloomer will be in charge of cre-
ating, planning and scheduling all 
physical recreation with the excep-
tion of swimming. He began work-
ing at the club after graduation 
from Roger Williams. 
Barry J. Sutcliffe has joined the 
Bradford-Sutcliffe Insurance Agen-
cy as an accountant executive. 
Previous to the appointment, Sut-
cliffe worked as a licensed insur-
ance broker for seven years. He 
recently managed a commercial 
agency in providence. 
1975 
David Baber has been named re-
habilitation director of The Com-
munity Development Agency in 
Willimantic, CN. 
William Dubois of Woonsocket 
has been named assistant Adver-
tising production manager of 
Almacs Supermarkets. Dubois' re-
sponsibilities include advertising 
layout and purchasing of adver-
tising and print shop materials. 
Dubois started his career as a part-
time clerk at the Woonsocket Al-
macs. He has served as a paste-up 
and layout artist within the adver-
tising department. 
Frank E. Howe, Ill of East Doug-
las, Mass., has been awarded a 
juris doctor degree from the West-
ern New England College School of 
Law. Howe also served as student 
bar representative at Western New 
England and was employed by the 
Western Massachusetts Legal Ser-
vices Clinic. 
Leo Lamonthe has been named 
industrial engineer at the Speidel 
division of Textron Inc. Previously 
employed at Leviton Manufac-
turing Company of Warwick, he 
and his family live in Lincoln. 
Robert W. Lufkin has received a 
Doctor of Medicine degree from 
The Hahnemann Medical College 
and Hospital of Philadelphia. Dr. 
Lufkin, a resident of Abington, Pa., 
will complete a Family Practice 
residency at Bayfront Medical 
Center, St. Petersburg, Florida. 
Kevin H. Mello has earned a 
degree of doctor of jurisprudence 
from Western State University 
College of Law. He has served as a 
legislative intern in the office of 
Sen. Michael F. Horan. While at 
Western State, he served as a certi-
fied law clerk for the Orange 
County district attorney's office. 
Nicholas Morenzi of Ports-
mouth, R. I. has been elected 
northeastern division director of 
the All-American Quota Club of 
the American Mutual Insurance 
Companies, Wakefield, Mass. 
Engagements 
Sharon Norma Simon to Dennis 
Carl Altman '71. A November 11 
wedding is planned. 
Cheryl Lennon to Anthony Bag-
aglia '71. An October 7 wedding is 
planned. 
Patricia Ann Silvestry to Robert 
DiMatteo '72. A November wed-
ding is planned. 
Pauline Mello to John Christo-
pher Nery '72. An August 18 wed-
ding is planned. 
Stacy Ellen Freed '79 to Kevin Ed-
ward Wynne '72. An August 24 
wedding is planned. 
Shiela Jane Walsh to David Jo-
seph Levy '73. 
Jane F. Harrington to Michael D. 
Creta '75. A September 29 wedding 
is planned. 
Cheryl Petrosinelli to Richard 
Tutalo '75. An August 11 wedding 
is planned. 
Susan Jean Archard to Roland L. 
Robert '76. An October 6 wedding 
is planned. 
Marriages 
Nancy Fauntleroy '70 to Alvin Her-
rington, April 2, 1979 
Heather J. MacDonald to Joseph 
F. Farrell '71, July 1, 1979 
Christine Carol White to Robert 
Louis Andreozzi '73, May 6, 1979 
Barbara A Raia to David C. 
Lanni '75, May 27, 1979. 
Barbara Susan Farnham to 
Dennis Paul Nalette '75, May 19, 
1979. (Mrs. alette is an admis-
sions counselor at RWC] 
Susan A. Taylor '75 to Thomas 
W Bodnar, June 9, 1979. 
Cindy DiOrio to Louis M. Cal-
villo '76, May 26, 1979 
Patricia Ann orthrup to Peter 
Ames Carlson '76, May 20, 1979 
Norma Marie Paradis to John 
Henry Tracz '76, May 19, 1979. 
Meredith Jill Stone to Edward F. 
Nunes, Jr. '76, June 3, 1979. 
Patricia Ann Ward to Donovan 
D. White '76, May 5, 1979. 
Patricia Gancarski to Douglas 
Costa '77, May 19, 1979. 
Cathy Lynn Schultz to Patrick 
Driscoll '77, May 5, 1979. 
Anne Marie Levesque to Lee A. 
Gruneberg '78, May 12, 1979. 
Lauren M. Healey to William H. 
Sweeney '78, June 10, 1979. 
Rebecca Ann Bolduc to Marc 
Toupin '78, April 27, 1979. 
In Memoriam 
David F. Griswold - Class of '49 
- May 8, 1979. 
Robert J. Marcotte - Class of 
'49 - May 10, 1979. 
Harold J. Shorkey - Class of '76 
- March 31, 1979. 
continued on page 16 
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RWC Class Agents 
The following is a list of alumni who will be serving as Class 
Agents for the Roger Williams College Alumni Association. 
They will be participating in the new RWC Fund Drive, other 
College activities and gathering information and news for the 
Class Notes section of The Bridge. 
CLASS OF 1950 
Mr. Joseph O'Brien 
45 Roma Street 
Sayreville, N. J. 08872 
CLASS OF 1953 
Mr. Edward Hall 
14747 Brewster Drive 
Largo, Fla. 33540 
CLASS OF 1964 
Mr. David Nash 
10 Lawne Avenue 
Coventry, RI 02816 
CLASS OF 1969 
Mrs. Patricia (Barnes) Burnell 
10 Weathervane Way 
Bradford, RI02808 
CLASS OF 1970 
Mr. Garry Diiorio 
21 Roger Williams Drive 
Greenville, RI 02828 
Mr. A. David Eklund 
11 Glen Drive 
Hudson, N. H. 03051 
Mr. Donald T. Krudys 
634 Gifford Road 
Westport, Ma. 02790 
Mr. Ronald Martel 
U-49, Residential Life 
UCONN, Storrs, Ct. 06268 
Mr. Brian Meyerhoff 
Box 225 
Thetford, Vt. 05075 
Mr. Anthony Parisi 
134 Colonial Avenue 
Cranston, RI 02910 
Mr. (Amedeo) Adam Petronio 
3 Chestnut Hills Court • 
Greenville, RI 02828 
CLASS OF 1971 
Mr. Michael Decesare 
77 Ophelia Street 
Providence, RI 02909 
Ms. Jeanne Diiorio 
21 Roger Williams Drive 
Greenville, RI 02828 
Mr. Murray H. Massover 
208 Centre Avenue 
New Rochells, N. Y. 10805 
Mr. S. J. Moussas 
652 Lydia Avenue 
Woonsocket, RI 
Mr. William Spadaro 
39 Euston Avenue 
Cranston, RI 
Mr. W. E. Wolf 
36 Waite Avenue 
Cranston, RI 
CLASS OF 1972 
Ms. Anne Caldarella 
Narragansett Pier Apts. 
Narragansett, RI 02882 
Mr. Steven Jennings 
1 Hancock Road 
Barrington, RI 02806 
Mr. Paul J. Levesque 
Mast Street 
Jamestown, RI 02835 
Ms. Cici Ratcliff 
5 Agawam Pk. Rd. 
East Providence, RI 02916 
CLASS OF 1973 
Ms. Sandra L. Barrett 
P.O. Box 9581 
Providence, RI 02940 
Mr. Peter Marcyan 
Conservron Two Bldg. R-12 
Leonardo, N. J. 07737 
Mr. William Wadbrook 
387 George Arden Avenue 
Warwick, RI 02886 
CLASS OF 1974 
Mr. Steven Grant 
81 Farm Street 
Providence, RI 
Mr. Peter Greenberg 
6 Woodland Terrace 
Providence, RI 02906 
Mr. W. J. Kelly 
55 Masthead Drive #39 
Warwick, RI 02886 
Ms. Maureen McManus 
191 Broadway 
Newport, RI 02840 
Mr. Joseph Paiva 
P.O. Box 344 
Pawtucket, RI 02862 
Mr. Stephen J. Polselli 
613 N. Terrace Drive 
Altoona, Pa. 16602 
Mr. Michael Simeone 
40 Windsor Road 
Pawtucket, RI 02861 
Mr. Raymond V. Maker Ill 
1102 E. Roanoke Street 
Seattle, WA 98102 
CLASS OF 1975 
Mr. John N. Bergantini 
Wolf Rock Road 
P.O. Box 66 
West Kingston, RI 02892 
Mr. Bernie Frezza, Jr. 
15 Garfield Street 
No. Providence, RI 02904 
Mr. Louis Gingerella, Jr. 
19 Narragansett Avenue 
Westerly, RI 02891 
Mr. James Johnson 
33 Berlin Street 
Providence, RI. 
Mr. Peter R. Kelly, Jr. 
118 Waterman Avenue 
Warwick, RI 02889 
Mrs. Joanne C. Pickford Mrs. Maura (Walmsley) Vellucci Mr. Geno Labonte 
18 Park View Drive 
Slatersville, RI 02876 
Mr. Marc H. Rosenberg 
5 Agawam Pk. Rd. 
East Providence, RI 02916 
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147 Unit Street 883 Roosevelt Avenue 
Providence, RI 02909 Pawtucket, RI 02860 
Mr. Paul Verrecchia 
5 Weeden Drive 
Warwick, RI 02818 
Mr. John Mello 
10 Rye Street 
Seekonk,Ma.02771 
Mr. Nicholas F. Morenzi 
523 Spring Street 
Newport, RI 02840 
Mr. Raymond Robert 
16 Hughes Avenue 
Pawtucket, RI 
Mr. John W. Rosevear 
22 Howard Street 
Barrington,RI02806 
CLASS OF 1976 
Mr. Dennis Bongiardo 
121 Friendship Street 
No. Providence, RI 
Mr. Robert Cassidy 
Route 4 Box 216 
Cambridge, Md. 21613 
Ms. Rhea Coates 
61 Lafayette Street 
Somerset, Ma. 02726 
Ms. Patricia Coombs 
15 Lakeside Drive 
Ridgefield, Ct. 06877 
Mr. Joseph Collins 
543 Pleasant Valley Pkwy. 
Providence, RI 02908 
Mr. Wm. J.A. Gorman 
23 Annette Avenue 
Pawtucket, RI 02861 
Mr. David Howles 
232 Power Road 
Pawtucket, RI 02860 
Mr. Lawrence J. Mccarter 
199 Orchard St. 
Millis, Ma. 02054 
Ms. Karen Panzarella 
21 Blanche Avenue 
East Providence, RI 02914 
CLASS OF 1977 
Ms. Lois Alice 
P.O. Box 3 
Westerly, RI 02891 
Mr. Richard J. Amato 
51 Waterman Avenue 
Cranston, RI 02910 
Ms. Lillian Blanchette 
12 Consolation Avenue 
Pawtucket, RI 
Mr. Robert Carreiro 
7 4 Perry Street 
Bristol, RI 02809 
Ms. Marquerite Costa 
21 Dunbar Avenue 
Rumford, RI 02916 
continued on page 22 
Thousands visit campus 
There's a new look this Summer 
at College's Fulton Campus 
By David B. Howard 
Alumni and friends visiting Roger Williams College 
this summer have noticed a new 'look' as many many 
organizations from throughout New England have 
made the campus their 'summer home' 
In addition, the College is sponsoring the Ocean 
State Sailing Center which offers beginner and 
advanced sailing instruction to youngsters and 
adults. 
The sailing center has proved very popular in its 
first year. Both on-campus 'day' and residential 
sailors are enrolled with campus housing and the 
newly acquired Almeida Court Apartments being 
used. (See photo on this page) 
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, , • it is important for an institution like 
Roger Williams to make use of its facili-
ties on a year-round basis." 
The sailing program covers the technical aspects 
of the experience, along with actual 'on the water' 
instruction. A fleet of a dozen sharp and sound 
sailing crafts have been purchased. Special audio-
visual techniques are also used in the presentation of 
a total learning experience for the beginning and 
more advanced sailor. 
A new emphasis on year round use of the College's 
Fulton Campus in Bristol is paying a number of 
dividends. "I expect we'll have had well over 2,000 
people use our beautiful facilities from June to 
August," Mrs. Rita Spero, the College's new 
conference coordinator said. 
"And with the many people who are attending the 
Sailing Center," the campus has been a busy place 
this season," she added. 
The regular Summer School program, which began 
June 25 and continued through mid-August brought 
hundreds of students from throughout the region to a 
variety of courses at the College, as well. 
The College's location on Mount Hope Bay has 
provided an ideal setting for all these activities. The 
sailing center has made special use of the RWC's 
seaside location - with lessons and launchings on 
Narragansett Bay. 
Response to the sailing center has been good in its 
initial year. Robert F. McKenna, Vice President for 
Administrative and Student Affairs at the College 
said, "Despite the fact we had somewhat of a late 
start in promoting the center, I think we have done 
very well and have established a solid foundation for 
next year's sailing program." 
A special alumni sailing center rate was featured 
this past season and will be established for next 
year's schedule and sailing center officials look 
forward to having many alumni come back to 
campus for a 'sailing degree'. 
Vice President McKenna said he feels it is 
important for an institution like Roger Williams to 
make use of its facilities on a year-round basis. 
"That's just what we are trying to do here at the 
College. From a financial standpoint, it makes good 
sense." 
As coordinator of conferences and seminars, Rita 
Spero is recruiting outside organizations to use 
facilities not being utilized by the College. 
continued on page 22 
NEW TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS: The lease/pur-
chase of the Almeida Court Apartments on Bay 
View Avenue in Bristol have provided additional 
residential facilities for the College. The complex, 
to be used by students during the academic year, 
also provides apartments for those attending sum-
mer conferences, seminars and other programs. 




course offers chance 
to edit and publish 
By Claudette Covey 
It is the Greek muse of heroic poetry - at Roger 
Williams College. 
Calliope- a literary magazine editied by students 
who are responsible for al I aspects of the pub I ication 
with the exception of the actual printing process. 
Manuscripts for Calliope are accepted from inside 
and outside the College community. Calliope is 
offered as a three credit course titled Literary 
Magazine, taught by Martha Christina. 
The course was conceptualized by Geoffrey Clark 
of the Creative Writing Department. Clark felt it 
necessary for Creative Writing students to gain some 
experience in the area of magazine editing. It is 
mandatory for the writer to become aware of what the 
small press has to offer. 
little Magazines 
Martha, a graduate of the Roger Williams College 
Creative Writing Program, was a copy editor for the 
Brown University Press and a freelance editor. "I want 
students to gain a basic knowledge of what it is that 
little magazines offer. The course begins with a brief 
survey of numerous little magazines. It is imperative 
that people realize they have a choice in relation to 
what they read. These magazines don't reach the 
general public very often- and in most cases the 
public doesn't realize that these little magazines even 
exist. To promote the student's awareness, each 
student is assigned to a small literary magazine which 
he/she reports on orally to the class. This gives the 
class a kind of "hands on" experience", she explained. 
"I like to keep the class as informal as possible. We 
function more like a staff than a class. I see myself as 
an advisory editor as opposed to a lecturer-teacher. It 
is really a gratifying experience to see each class start 
out the semester as just that - a class, and slowly 
begin to function more like an editorial staff 
everyday. It's never failed yet. I really feel that a fine 
quality magazine can be produced in a fairly informal 
atmosphere," she explained. 
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Literary Magazine is the only accredited course of 
its kind. Roger Williams College is the only academic 
institution that al lots the student the opportunity to 
actually see what magazine editors experience while 
in the process of producing a magazine. 
Martha also functions as first reader of the manu-
scripts. The magazine receives many submissions of 
fiction and poetry from throughout the country. "We 
receive a great deal of work - some of it suits our 
needs and other pieces are just not what we're looking 
for. I do the initial screening and then mimeograph a 
few pieces of work at a time for the staff to evaluate. 
The author's name does not appear on the manu-
scripts. It's important to be unbiased about the work 
selected. The students are expected to write 
comments in the margins. I tally up the votes (they 
have the option of voting yes, maybe yes, no, or 
maybe no) and we discuss why or why not the pieces 
of work should or shourd not be accepted in the 
magazine. Each staff member is given the opportunity 
to argue his/her point," Martha said. 
Resource Visits 
Different resource people visit the class each 
semester. Last semester four addressed the class: 
David Ray, poet and editor of the literary magazine 
New Letters, Hank Smith, a printer from Pronto Press, 
Diane Kruchkow of the New England Small Press 
Association and editor of Stony Hills and Zahr, and 
Elliott Shore, a librarian-at Temple University and the 
Director of the Alternative Aquisitions Project, 
funded by the United States Office of Education. The 
staff members are required to write a one page typed 
evaluation on each resource person. 
Calliope serves another purpose. Students who edit 
the student magazine Aldebaran, have found their 
editorial skills sharpened tremendously after working 
on Calliope. Wendy Goodman, '79, a former editor of 
Aldebaran explains, "Before I worked on Calliope I 
didn't realize how many choices were really available 
to us. The survey we took of the different magazines 
in the beginning of the semester really broadened my 
perspective on the possibilities of format. It was 
interesting to see how other magazines organized 
their material. My evaluation skills really improved." 
Rick Spencer, a Career Writing major was a 
member of the Spring '79 staff. "I really learned how 
to confront the difficulties that arise with publishing a 
literary magazine. We had many submissions; it's 
hard to come to mutual agreements with a multi-
editor staff. I think we all learned how to become 
objective in our evaluations." 
Unbiased View 
Both established writers and less widely known 
writers have submitted their work to Calliope. "We 
shield the names from the manuscripts so the staff 
won't be biased from the onset when they see a name 
of a well established writer. If they don't know who 
wrote what, it is impossible for them to read the piece 
with a biased attitude. There should be no 
preconceived notions about a piece," Martha adds. 
In the four issues of Calliope that have been 
published, many writers of different styles have 
appeared, including Lucien Stryk, James Bertolino, 
William Mathews, Michael Ryan, Linda Lappin, Maria 
Flook, Bob McRoberts and George Murphy. 
Literary Magazine is offered to all students who 
wish to learn the practical approach to the production 
of a small literary magazine. Skills such as soliciting 
and editing submissions, layout, typesetting, 
copyediting, proofreading and magazine distribution 
will all be emphasized. All that is needed on the 
student's part is a desire to learn. 
Anyone interested in purchasing a copy of Calliope 
can write to: The Creative Writing Dept., Roger 
Williams College, Bristol, R. I. 02809. Special sub-
scription is two issues for $1.50. Single issues can be 
purchased at$·, .00 a copy. 
e>pe 
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Students are responsible for 
all aspects of the publication ex-
cept the actual printing process. 
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Honors Society explores new horizons 
By Nanja Galoppi 
College is a learning experience for all, but for a 
number of students at Roger Williams College there 
were some special experiences. 
Under the direction of Dean Edwin F. Wilde, the 
College Honors Society was formed in order to recog-
nize those students who, through devotion to study, 
intellectual curiosity and interests, and personal 
character, represent the best and closest approxima-
tion of the ideals of the college. 
The Honors Society is replacing the Honors Pro-
gram the College previously offered. The core of that 
program was to have students take common seminars 
which were not regularly offered courses. After a 
period of time designated to successfully complete 
the course, they would write a final paper and be 
graduated from the program. 
"This society appeals not only 
to Liberal Arts students, but 
Business and Engineering Tech-
nology students as well " 
Basically it appealed to a very narrow band of 
students, Wilde explained. Many students had a 
substantial number of required courses and this kept 
them from participating in the program. 
New Emphasis 
Dean Wilde, along with a group of faculty members 
then put together a society where the thrust of the 
program would not be on seminars and writing 
papers, but rather on educational experiences which 
would enrich the learning and cultural experiences of 
the students. 
"This Society appeals not only to Liberal Arts stu-
dents, but Business and Engineering Technology stu-
dents as well," the Dean of the College said. Instead 
of being selected by grade point or quality point, the 
students are recommended by faculty members in 
their major. 
Each academic area has the right to nominate one 
person unless the major has more than 50 students, 
then two individuals may be nominated by the 
faculty. Freshmen typically are not eligible. Students 
must have at least one year established work in order 
to join the program. 
Dean Wilde feels that the Society's first year has 
been a successful one. 
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"We have sponsored a number of activities, and it's 
been a step in the right direction to improve the 
cultural and educational kinds of experiences that our 
best students have on and off campus. And, it has 
improved the quality of their education, in my 
opinion." 
This past year the Society has gone to hear the 
Boston Symphony on three different occasions. "The 
College doesn't have a music department or major so 
we try to supplement this by having high class musical 
performances for the students to attend." Wilde said. 
They also attended a talk given by Superior Court 
Judge Corrine Grande about marriage as a contract 
and enjoyed a visit to Trinity Square Theatre in Pro-
vidence to see a performance of Uncle Tom's Cabin. 
The final event of the year was an Honors and Service 
Awards dinner held off campus with many students, 
faculty, and administrators attending. Honorary 
Degree recipients at the College joined Honors So-
ciety members at the dinner. "There was some inter-
esting discussion between students and degree candi-
dates, and I think the Honors Society members really 
enjoyed the experience," Wilde commented. 
Involves All Students 
In comparison to other college Honor programs, 
Dean Wilde feels that the new Honors Society is 
different. "It is a model that will involve all the stu-
dents rather than just one section of them. The 
students attend a series of concerts, theatrical per-
formances, educational talks of a wide variety, and 
events that would essentially give them a broader 
exposure in their education." 
Students who are nominated into the Society may 
retain active membership until graduation. Upon 
graduating, active student members may become 
alumni members and are encouraged to participate in 
the Society's activities. Membership is also open to 
members of the faculty, administration, and board of 
trustees of the College upon application to the Board 
of Governors of the Society. The administrators on 
the board are: College President William H. Rizzini, 
Dean Wilde, chairman; and Bart Schiavo, Registrar, 
recording secretary. 
"The people who have worked the hardest to make 
this year successful are the faculty members," Wilde 
said. "Hopefully next year we will have a student 
representative on the board from one of those 
individuals who participated this past year." 
Plans will be discussed soon for next year's Honors 
Society program with Wilde looking forward to 
additional learning experiences for members. 
Join Us Saturday, Sept. 29 
Under The Big Top! 
for 
Homecoming - 1979 
at 
Roger Williams College 
The Fulton Campus in Bristol will 
be transformed into an old-fashioned 
Country Fair 
• Music • Entertainment 
• Balloon Rides • Movies for the Kids • Exhibits 
• Food • Drink • Popcorn • Cotton Candy 
Special Events! 
Las Vegas Night - Starts at 4 P.M. 
Theatre Performance (under the tent) 8 P.M. 
0 
Fun for the Whole Family starts at noon 
on 
Saturday, Sept. 29 
lt,s Homecoming - 1979! 
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Summer Look 
Continued from Page 17 
Some of the organizations which have spent time 
this summer on campus have included the New 
England Institute of Alcohol Studies, which held 
classes and lectures for over 325 people in the field 
of counseling and education. 
The Bound For Glory football and wrestling camp, 
with former Patriot football star Jim Nance, brought 
over 150 youngsters to RWC for a week of fun and 
instruction and the Shoot Straight Basketball Camp 
found another 150 young people making use of 
College dorms, athletic fields and Student Center. 
"The College's lease/purchase of the Almeida 
Court Apartments has made our summer recruitment 
of conferences and camps much easier," Mrs. Spero 
explained, "We are able to use College dorms for 
housing, of course, but by having the apartments we 
also offer additional housing for larger groups and 
can make use of some of the special features of that 
complex, like its swimming pool, townhouse units, 
tennis courts, and sauna.' 
In September, of course, about 318 students will 
be moving into the apartment complex on Bristol's 
Bay View Avenue. A variety of accomodations are 
offered, including one and two bedroom units, as 
well as the town house apartments. 
In May, the annual Close-up conference for high 
school students was held at the Fulton Campus. This 
program was the finale of a year's study on the 
governmental process, and attracted students from 
throughout Rhode Island. The high school students 
not only were able to conclude their program for the 
year, but were also able to view and explore the 
College Fulton campus - an experience which could 
prove valuable as they look towards making future 
decisions on college attendance. 
The Young Mens/Women's Hebrew Association 
(YM-YWHA) held a two-day program at the College 
as did the Slatersville CYO. Other groups at the 
College this summer included: The Bristol Historical 
Society, Middletown Baptist Church; Bristol Little 
League; Cranston East High School Band; 
Cambridge(MA) High School; Bentley College; Camp 
Stone Tower and Camp Winadu. 
The response from officials of the organizations 
which have made the Fulton Campus their 'summer 
home' has been overwhelmingly positive. Many will 
be back next year and others are scheduling 
programs throughout the rest of the year. The image 
of the College, not only as a fine educational institu-
tion, but as one with outstanding facilities for 
conferences, seminars, and camps is continuing to 
grow. 
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CI ass Agents 
Continued from Page 16 
Ms. Mary A. Kanarian 
223 Agricultural Avenue 
Rehoboth, Ma. 02769 
Ms. Sara Keegan 
25 Highland Avenue 
No. Providence, RI 02911 
Mr. Robert McClellan 
322 E. Irvington Avenue 
South Bend, Ind. 46613 
Mr. Mitchell Miller 
287 Passaic Avenue 
Passaic, N. J. 07055 
Mr. Dennis Paul Nalette 
Roger Williams College 
Bristol, RI 02809 
CLASS OF 1978 
Mr. Robert Brien 
Box 261 
East Greenwich, RI 02818 
Mr. Paul W. Clement 
87 Newton Street 
Pawtucket, RI 02860 
Mr. Jim Fagan 
3 Wedgewood Drive 
Middletown, RI 
Ms. Cindy Goldstein 
100 Stone Hill Road 
Springfield, N. J. 07081 
Mr. Peter Longo 
94 Yarmouth Street 
Longmeadow, Ma. 01106 
Ms. Barbara Love 
Roger Williams College 
Bristol, RI 02809 
Ms. Diane Marie 
6 Mockingbird Lane 
Westerly, RI 02891 
Mr. James A. Miller, Jr. 
156 Madison Avenue 
Mt. Holly, N. J. 
Mr. Glenn O'Hern 
1 Martin Street 
Cumberland, RI 02864 
RWC Dinner 
Continued from Page 5 
Falciglia said that he was extremely pleased with 
the response to the recent dinner. "I think everyone 
who attended became enthusiastic about the 
prospects of the new RWC Fund campaign. And many 
who were not able to attend, indicated an interest in 
becoming Class Agents and assisting in many other 
ways." 
A meeting of individual classes will be held in the 
near future, at which time material to begin the RWC 
Fund drive will be distributed. At the dinner, alumni 
received a special Roger Williams College folder 
containing information about the College, decals and 
special RWC Fund jewelry. In addition, a new Class 
Agents Handbook, specially written for the RWC 
Fund, was distributed. 
Copies of the handbook are available to those who 
wish to participate in the RWC Fund by writing the 
College Development Office. 
"The RWC Fund will be the first major annual fund 
raising campaign at the College, Falciglia explained. 
"I feel with the enthusiasm generated by our new 
Class Agents and their prospect of being able to 
participate in the continued growth of Roger 
Williams, the first year will be very successful. 
"Roger Williams has become an outstanding 
institution of higher learning," he added, "I think all 
alumni can be proud of their alma mater and will be 
able to look with pride and enthusiasm to the 
continued growth of the College in the years ahead." 
The Forum by Dr. Edwin F. Wilde, Dean of the College 
Editor's Note: The following commentary on Roger Williams College, featuring a look at the College's future, 
was written by Dr. Edwin F. Wilde, Dean of the College since 1976. In upcoming issues of The Bridge, letters and com-
mentary by alumni will be featured. Submissions should be addressed to: EDITOR, The Bridge, Roger Williams Col-
lege, Bristol, R.I. 02809. 
Before coming to Roger 
Williams College I served for more 
than 20 years at one college which 
celebrated its 125th birthday 
during my tenure. The college 
community lived comfortably with 
the past. 
Roger Williams College has had 
a short history with which few 
seem to live comfortably. The 
events of years gone by shapes if 
not pervades the thinking of many. 
It is rather difficult to move for-
ward while looking backward. Of 
course one must be mindful of the 
past, but one lives today and looks 
ahead and if wise plans for tomor-
row. 
From a historic perspective 
Roger Williams College clearly is 
an institution in transition. Ten 
years ago it was a junior college. 
Two disparate halves developed at 
geographically separated loca-
tions.Two faculties who were dis-
similar in many respects taught at 
the two campuses. The old guard 
from Providence, the business and 
engineering technology faculty, 
were recruited and taught at the 
existing Roger Williams Junior Col-
lege while the liberal arts faculty 
were recruited to teach at a devel-
oping four year institution with 
considerably different objectives. 
The values, perceptions and 
expectations of these two groups 
were, and to some extent still are, 
quite different. The junior college 
faculty had to change or become 
obsolete. Happily enough almost 
all have changed and the divisions 
are academically stronger than 
they were in the past. 
The academic program which 
begins next September represents a 
significant step forward. The insti-
tution has come together to move 
forward. The process of curricular 
change in any educational institu-
tion is difficult, but when two 
disparate, philosophically opposed 
groups are present, the task is 
monumental. The program took 
some three years to develop and is 
a step toward unity and inter-
action. 
During the past three years the 
academic quality of the student 
body also has slowly but surely 
improved. When I arrived for all 
intents and purposes, the college 
had an open admission policy and 
a reputation as being a "second 
chance" institution. Such students 
abused themselves and their im-
mediate environment as well. With 
the adoption of a selected 
admissions policy, which is based 
on the concept admitting only 
those students which the College 
with its particular educational pro-
grams and resources reasonably 
can expect to educate, a marked 
change has taken place. Students 
with specific weakness are 
admitted conditionally. Happily 
enough, approximately two-thirds 
of these students successfully 
meet their conditions. We still take 
chances on some students and 
often they become success stories. 
Our graduates sit for and pass 
CPA exams, sometimes at first 
attempt, others serve as 
controllers, city managers and 
bank vice-presidents. Others have 
gone on to complete Masters and 
Ph.D's at URI, Harvard, Brandeis, 
University of Maryland and the 
University of Pennsylvania. Our 
graduates have achieved consider-
able success and are a credit to 
those attending and working at 
Roger Williams College. 
One of the benefits of being at a 
small college is community. When 
my oldest son contracted leukemia 
this past year, administrators, fa-
culty, students and staff helped 
both him and me by giving blood 
and lending their moral support. I 
believe the College would substan-
tially benefit if a greater sense of 
community existed. Several cir-
cumstances deter its development. 
The memory of a bitter past. lndi-
rectly, the existence of a Faculty 
Union also has a nega ,ve 
influence A contract ,s devised 
through barga,n,ng, a conflict 
process During the process admin-
istration and faculty become 
polarized and regard the other ,n a 
disrespectful manner I don't think 
there ,s anything inherently bad 
about the process, he problem 
arises after negotiations are com-
pleted We are no longer ,n con-
flict, but the attitudes which "ere 
formed during barga1n1ng are being 
carried ,nto the academic environ-
ment by some A sense of com-
munity needs to be nurtured 
because given the relatively recent 
two campuses existence many 
faculty and administration do not 
live in close proximity to the Col-
lege 
I am an administrator (and 
teacher of one class each semes-
ter, too) I categorically state that 
most of Roger Williams College 
faculty members are well qualified 
and able teachers If students ",sh 
to benefit from attending a small 
college they will get to know their 
teachers Students sometimes 
complain that a faculty member 
does not turn them on Well, how 
many students have thought about 
turning a faculty member on? Be 
interested ,n the subject, ask 
questions, expect quality - ~ou'II 
be amazed at the results Most 
faculty members under such cir-
cumstances will gi,e you an arm 
and a leg. 
Roger Williams College is a good 
educational institution and is im-
proving at a rapid rate. A record 
number of students have applied 
for admissions next year while 
nationally the number of high 
school students have decreased. 
We all must realize that we have 
developed into a respectable insti-
tution, and we must begin to raise 
one another's expectations so that 





Roger Williams College 
Bristol, R.I. 02809 
SPECIAL NEWS FOR 
ALUMNI! 
Watch for announcement of 
Alumni Travel packages to many 
exotic ports of call! 
Coming soon ! ! ! 
Don't Forget - Save the Date -
Roger Williams College's 
HOMECOMING - 1979 
Saturday, Sept. 29 
To: 
Second Class 
Postage 
Pending At 
Bristol, R.I. 
